NOTES

1. **Truckee Meadows Permanent Patch to Match the Depth of the Contiguous Pavement, but No Less than 4 Inches and No More Than 8 Inches.**

2. **Incline Village Permanent Patch to Match the Depth of the Contiguous Pavement, but No Less than 6 Inches and No More Than 8 Inches.**

3. A Street Cut Permit Must Be Obtained from Washoe County Community Services Department Prior to Cutting Any Public Right-of-Way.

4. All Concrete and Asphalt Removal and Replacement Shall Be to Saw-Cut Lines and Shall Be Done by Excavation Contractor or Subcontractor. All Saw-Cuts Shall Be Vertical and in Straight Lines Parallel or Perpendicular to the Trench or to the Satisfaction of the County Engineer.

5. Rigid Pavement: If Saw-Cut Is within 36” of Edge or Joint on PCC Pave, Remove PCC to Existing Edge and Replace Entire Section. Flexible Pavement: If Saw-Cut Is Within 36” of Edge of Pavement, Edge of Valley Gutter, Lip of Curb and Gutter, or a Previous Patch, Remove Existing Pavement to That Edge and Replace the Entire Section.

6. Concrete Shall Be a Minimum of 6.25 Sacks of Type II Cement (588 Pounds Per Cubic Yard of Concrete) 4000psi With Fibermesh and 4.5% to 7.5% Air.

7. Hot Mix Asphalt Shall Be Type 3, PG64–28 (Or County Approved Equivalent), 3% voids, 50 blows per side mix with lime and no more than 15% recycled asphalt pavement compacted to a minimum of 93% rice relative compaction.


9. Depth of Base to Be 6” Minimum or Match Existing Base If Greater, Including Unpaved Streets.

10. Use of Rock Wheel Trenching Machines or Similar Equipment Shall Not Be Permitted Within Paved Areas or Within 1 Foot of Edge of Paving.

11. Concrete Slurry with Minimum of 1 Sack of Cement Per Cubic Yard of Slurry or Other Approved Mix Design May Be Used for Base Course, Bedding or Backfill If Approved by the County Engineer and Utility Companies.

12. Permanent Resurfacing Shall Not Be Placed on Trenches Backfilled With Concrete Slurry for a Minimum of 7 Days After Placement of the Concrete Slurry or Similar Material.

13. All Temporary Patches Shall Be Hot-Mix Asphalt a Minimum of 3 Inches Thick and Must Be Installed Within 24 Hours After the Trench is Backfilled, or Covered With Steel Plates and Barricaded to the Satisfaction of the County Engineer.

14. A Negotiated Reconstruction, Including But Not Limited to Grind and Overlay, Shall Be Determined by the County Engineer Dependent Upon the Extent of the Transverse and Longitudinal Excavations.

15. All Permanent Pavement Patches Require Asphalt Seal Coats. The Type Shall Be Determined by the County Engineer.